
Barely Legal: The True Story of Herbie Fisher,
the Lawyer Who Defended the Indefensible
Herbie Fisher was a brilliant and charismatic attorney who made a name
for himself defending some of the most notorious criminals in American
history. Fisher's clients were often guilty of heinous crimes, but he believed
that everyone deserved a fair trial. He was a master of the courtroom, and
he often used his wit and charm to win over juries.
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Fisher was born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1926. His father was a
pharmacist, and his mother was a homemaker. Fisher was a gifted student,
and he graduated from Brooklyn College and Brooklyn Law School. After
law school, Fisher worked as an assistant district attorney in Manhattan.
However, he soon grew disillusioned with the criminal justice system. He
saw that the system was stacked against the poor and the powerless.
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In 1957, Fisher left the district attorney's office and opened his own law
practice. He quickly gained a reputation as a skilled and aggressive
defense attorney. Fisher's clients included some of the most notorious
criminals in New York City, including John Gotti, Paul Castellano, and the
Boston Strangler. Fisher was often criticized for defending such heinous
criminals, but he believed that everyone deserved a fair trial.

Fisher was a master of the courtroom. He was a brilliant strategist, and he
knew how to use the law to his advantage. Fisher was also a gifted orator,
and he could often sway juries with his passionate closing arguments.
Fisher's success in the courtroom was due in no small part to his charm
and charisma. He was a likeable and engaging man, and he had a way of
connecting with people. Fisher was able to see the good in even the most
hardened criminals, and he often used his powers of persuasion to
convince juries to give his clients a second chance.

Fisher's career was not without controversy. He was often accused of being
too close to his clients. He was also criticized for his flamboyant lifestyle.
However, Fisher never wavered in his belief that everyone deserved a fair
trial. He continued to defend the indefensible until his death in 2013.

Barely Legal is a fascinating look at the life and career of Herbie Fisher. It is
a story about crime, justice, and the power of redemption. It is a story that
will stay with you long after you finish reading it.

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Barely Legal is available now at all major bookstores. You can also Free
Download your copy online at Our Book Library, Barnes & Noble, or
IndieBound.
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Unveiling Humanism in China and the West: A
Journey Through Communication
In our rapidly evolving world, the concept of humanism has taken center
stage as individuals and societies navigate the complexities of...

Blind Boy's Unwavering Struggle Against
Abuse and the Triumph of Finding Purpose
In the tapestry of life, adversity often weaves intricate threads, testing the
limits of human resilience. The story of Blind Boy stands as a testament...
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